
The word a7roKovrow is very rare, occurring only 
here and in Procopius, Secret History ix 62. Procopius, in 
cataloguing Theodora's obscene doings, tells how she 
would step on stage amidst the actors, Aop8ovuLEvrq TrE 
Kat TLa oTr7aw a7TKovrCwaa. Bernhardy, in his edition 
of the Suda (Halle 1853), in which, s.v. AopSovt4evvq, the 
above happens to be cited, commented at length on the 
meaning of &roKoVTr ; he concluded that Procopius 
was talking de proiectu partium posteriorum and, by way of 
confirming the sense, cited our passage from the Periplus 
which he rendered 'ita ut ancorae navis retinendae causa 
proiectae statim a saxis praecidantur'.9 

However, other nineteenth-century savants refused 
to accept TrroKovT) and simply emended it out of the 

text-improperly, as Frisk (I I5) pointed out. Frisk 
himself retained the verb, assigned it (99) the meaning 
'jeter (l'ancre) a la mer', and took (65) aVT?EXELV as a final 
infinitive after daoKovrovfLeavag. This has been 
accepted by Giangrande, who renders the passage (JHS 
xcvi [1976] 155) 'so that the cables of the anchors ... 
lying on the bottom alongside the ships 
(7rapaKE?lE'vas), which anchors are dropped 
(daToKovrovJevaS) in order to hold out against the 
current (avrexELv; cf. advTxovatv at ?46),10 are cut 
(T,EpLveaOaL) or some of them are chafed on the sea-bed'. 

Both Frisk and Giangrande give to daTOKovT-c the 
sense 'drop anchor'. Yet why should the author go out 
of his way to select so unusual a word to express so 
ordinary a meaning?11 Surely fa3AAco or KaOtiTLul 

(Pollux i 103) or adti'?l (Plut. Coriol. 32) would have 
done, had he wanted merely to say 'drop anchor'. 
Procopius' usage would indicate that ar 0oKoVTC) means 
'thrust out', not 'drop'. 

A standard procedure today for securing a vessel in a 
tideway, called 'mooring', is to set out anchors from 
both sides of the bow with an equal amount of cable to 
each; the vessel forms the apex, as it were, of an isosceles 
triangle, of which the anchors form the other two angles 
and the cables the sides. Anchors so set can aptly be 
described as 7rapaKe?iE'vas, for they lie more or less 
parallel with the vessel and not ahead as a single anchor 
does. In a dangerous anchorage it is standard procedure 
as well to give anchors plenty of scope, to let out a long 
length of cable-and this is what the words avrTXELV 
adroKovrovpuvaS must refer to: the anchors are 'thrust 
out to withstand (sc. the current).' Giving plenty of 
scope allows the cable to lie flatter and thereby provides 
a better direction for the strain on the anchor. But the 
cable inevitably lies nearer the bottom, and, if this is 
rough and uneven, is exposed to the danger the author 
describes. 

influence of the preceding participles (Frisk 115). Giangrande points 
out (JHS xcvi [1976] i55) that in the koine of this period infinitives 
and participles mingle as syntactical equivalents. 

9 The word also appears in Eustathius' De Thessalonica urbe a Latinis 
capta 96, used more or less in the same sense as in Procopius: Eustathius 
describes how the Normans, by way of insulting their captives, bared 
their rears, bent over to evacuate, and tried e^s evavr'as 77iJcnv 
a7ToKoVTrov T r TEptrTTa Trs yaarpo'. 

10 The citing of 'avre'ovacv at 546' as a parallel is misleading. Its 
presence there is the result of restoration; see below. 

"l Schmid in his review of Frisk's edition (Philol. Wochenschr. 
[19281 788-95) was the first to point out (792) the inadequacy of 
Frisk's rendering of dnrTOKOVTC). He suspected-rightly, as we shall 
see-a distinction between wrapaKeLae'vas and adroKovrovLe'vas but 
the only restoration he could offer had, on his own admission, serious 
drawbacks. 
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The passage, therefore, can be rendered 

so that the anchors lying parallel [i.e., dropped from 
the bows], thrust out to withstand [sc. the current], 
are cut loose, and some even get smashed on the sea 
floor.12 

(iii) Periplus 46 (Frisk p. IS, lines 22-4) 
The author's plain unvarnished style takes on color 

and drive as he describes the tremendous tides character- 
istic of India's estuaries, particularly the one where the 
key port of Barygaza was located (Broach on the Bay of 
Cambay). The rise and fall is dramatic, the inrush and 
outflow of incredible violence. Indeed, 

yLvo0jLV7s yap optLrjs 7Sr 7TEpLpt r71v TrAr1tLrv ov8ev 
7TaptelqEvrls al Karexovoav ayKvpat. 

And so, as a result, ships get carried headlong, tossed on 
their side, thrust aground on the shallows, etc. 

The text in its present form is ungrammatical, clearly 
corrupt. Since the author obviously is telling us that 
anchors are of no help, Miiller emended the last three 
words to OVK advrxovacv a aycKvpat, translating the 
whole 'nam quum impetus undarum sub aestum sit 
nulla re frangendus, ancorae haud resistunt'. Fabricius 
and Frisk simply repeated Muller's text. 

Though Miiller's extensive revision can perhaps be 
defended on paleographical grounds, there is a much 
simpler and more obvious correction of the last three 
words, namely al KarExouvraL ayKvpaL: the transfor- 
mation of a participle to a finite form could have taken 
place, as frequently in this manuscript, through im- 
proper expansion of an abbreviation in the exemplar. 
Such a phrase would mean 'the restraining anchors', i.e., 
anchors specially set out to counter the extraordinary 
conditions, either extras over and above the number 
normally used13 or anchors dropped like those de- 
scribed in Periplus 40. Since the author's point is that 
even these will not hold, we must have a negative. But 
we need not restore one, as does Muller, since there is 
one available in the manuscript, ov8ev. It follows that 
the participle after it, TrapcE/lCVris, must be corrupt. I 
suggest emending to 7rapaplevovutv; it has a good 
enough claim on the grounds of paleography and an 
excellent claim on the grounds of sense. The line, thus 
restored, states 

For, once the thrust of the tide is under way, the 
restraining anchors do not stay in place. 
New York University LIONEL CASSON 

12 I owe thanks to my good friend and colleague, N. Lewis, for 
invaluable suggestions in connection with this passage. 

13 Ancient craft carried many more anchors than their modern 
counterparts, which are generally content with three or four. The ship 
that carried St Paul to Malta had at least six (Acts xxvii 29-30). One 
ancient wreck had at least five, another eleven; cf. L. Casson, Ships and 
Seamanship in the Ancient World (Princeton 1971) 255-6. 

The Paroemiographers on 
TA TPIA TQN ?THZIXOPOY 

As the last of his 'artis metricae scriptorum testi- 
monia' for Stesichorus, 275 (b), Page' gives the 
following entry: 'Suda iv 586 A[dler] s.v. rpta 

1 PMG p. 135. 
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implies the reading Tpta T7cv E7. and that Photius' rpta 
Zr. represents no more than an arbitrary correction of 
the Suda. For the genitive plural he compared Ar. Nub. 
1365 Toyv AL'aXAov Aefa rt toL, and for the general 
idea that ability to remember lines from great poets is a 
sign of good breeding 1355 f. of the same play 

TTpcrTov I v avi'rov T7 v AXvpav AafPovT' ycu 'KEAEvaa 

acrat ZtioLWVsv OV cAos, roV Kptov c4 er7TE'XOr, 

andfr. 223 of the same poet (from Daitales: i 449 Kock). 
Now the fresh information that has accrued since 

Crusius wrote confirms in the highest degree his 
enthusiasm for Trcv. But it also quite overthrows the 
case for rpta unpreceded by a definite article. For as I 
learn from Prof. Bihler, though the Athous itself reads 
ov6S Tpla TroV ZrT7ralXopov yivwaKELs, Atheniensis 
Io83 which is a copy of the Athous (see Biihler 419 ff., 
424 ff.) has ove Ta Trpira (sic) rTcv ZrrTaLXopov 
ytVWUK?ELS (cf. S. Kugeas, Corp. Par. Gr. Suppl. v 9) and 
so does what Biihler on p. 413 calls the Athous' 'index of 
89 numbered lemmata ... followed by the complete 
text (numbers agreeing with the index)'. The other 
MSS of Zenobius' collection of proverbs also have ovoe 
Ta rpia and that (or a Trp[ra) is what the majority of 
our other sources present us with. The Suda's rpLa ra 
Z'rT(atX6pov is therefore just as likely to be a corruption 
of Ta Trpa Trdv Tr'raltXopov. 

Crusius' interpretation was anyway open to doubt on 
several quite independent grounds. In the first two of his 
Aristophanic passages, failure to recite from the oeuvre 
of Simonides and of Aeschylus is not an indication of 
stupidity but rather of contempt for those poets as 
hopelessly old-fashioned. And again, in proverbs, the 
number three may occasionally have a general and 
non-specific connotation, but it may also have a 
perfectly precise and exact significance: thus, in the 
example cited above (r& rpia Tc-v ElS TO'v Ovarov) the 
reference is to the three modes of suicide: 6i[osg, 

- ,' 7 
poxoSX , K(VVELOV. 

Both quantity and quality of MSS, then, suggest that 

ovoSE rT rpa r Tv T'7rraLtXpov ytvWCKEL?S 

was the original form of the reproach cast in the teeth of 
notoriously sluggish and stupid individuals. Was it 
intended to convey 'you don't even know the three 
famous lines (sc. Errr/?) of Stesichorus' (lines/poems)'?8 
Or 'you don't even know the three famous divisions (sc. 
ftEpc/??) of Stesichorus' (poems)'? Neither possibility 
can be totally excluded, but the former reads rather 
more naturally as Greek. The three lines from one of the 
Palinodes were, as Wilamowitz in particular stressed,9 

7 See Ed. Fraenkel, Philol. lxxxvii (I932) 470 ff. = Kl. Beitr. i 465 ff. 
8 ra ZrT^qFtX0pov by analogy with TQ AlaxvAov etc. (cf. rv 

AoXvAov ... .t from the Clouds as cited in the text). This nuance of 
the definite article is not recognised by LSJ s.v. 6, , To' but cf. Athen. 
xiii 6ioc=Stes.fr. 199P (K Trv ZrTa7lXopov (rightly translated 'from 
the poems of Stesichorus' by C. B. Gulick, Athenaeus vol. vi [Loeb 
19371 p. 289), and Z RV on Ar. Pax 797 ff.=Stes.fr. 212P: acrr 8e 
rrapa ra r a'ritX pov (7rapd acra,dXopXp V) fK Tr7S 'OpEcrrEta 

(correctly rendered 'this comes from the passage of Stesichorus' by 
J. M. Edmonds, Lyra Graeca ii [Loeb 1924] p. 53). For ;71rr used of 
Stesichorus' lyric verses see Heraclides Ponticus fr. 157 Wehrli 
KaOfaTrp T7rV [sc. AE';tv] zrTaLXopov re Kat rTwv apXat'iv ieAorrot&ov 
01' 7rTotovreTS E' , and Paus. ix Is.2=Stesfr. 230P ZTi+rcriXopoS 6 
'ItxEpa?os Ka" Havvaaats ev TroL ereartv e7ro[ragav. 

9 Textgeschichte d. gr. Lyriker (Berlin 1900) 35; Sappho und Simonides 
(Berlin 1913) 242. 

LTrqaLXdpou . .. ErTo&K7r yap praa r ZTrrla?XOpov 
TroLr7aLs; Diogenian. cent. vii 14 (et alii) ovoe Ta Tpla 

ZT7rrllX pov yLVwaKeLs, sim. al., vid. L-S ad loc. i 288'. 
There are, in fact, far more testimonia than indicated by 
the out-dated and rather meagre note of Leutsch- 
Schneidewin,2 and it is essential to discover the way in 
which these various references are phrased.3 For an 
attempt to reach the original form of the proverb, and 
an interpretation based on the exact wording of this 
original, was the basis of Otto Crusius' 'Stesichorus und 
die epodische Composition in der gr. Lyrik', the only 
truly critical examination of the proverb's various forms 
and sources that has so far been undertaken.4 

In his article, Crusius attacked the belief-apparently 
supported by the deduction which the Suda draws from 
the proverb-that Stesichorus was responsible for 
introducing epodic composition. After a useful review 
of the history of this idea in modern scholarship (p. 3 f.) 
Crusius turned to examine the ancient evidence for the 
notion. By his time, of course, it had been established 
that in matters paroemiographical Photius, the Suda and 
Hesychius all derive their information from pseudo- 
Diogenianus, and thus, ultimately, from pseudo- 
Didymus. But in the lexica's alphabetically arranged 
collections the phrase Trpa Zr. has according to Crusius 
(5) been arbitrarily separated from its context 
(ov3e ... ytv(d0CKeLs) and from its true explanation. 
The Athous MS of Zenobius, like the above-mentioned 
lexicographical group, also draws on Pseudo-Didymus' 
collection of proverbs.5 Because of the non-alphabetical 
arrangement of its material, however, it probably 
preserves Didymus' original (here as elsewhere) more 
accurately than that group.6 

Crusius therefore concluded that the proverb's 
original version was what we find represented by the 
Athous MS of Zenobius: ovSe' Tpia Tr)v T'rraLtXOpov 
yvU,9KELS, i.e. 'you don't even know three verses (or 
poems) of Stesichorus'. Trpa he took to have no specific 
numerical significance but rather to be a mere token 
sum typical in proverbs. He produced (6 n. i) several 
alleged parallels (e.g. Tar Trpa Trov Els TOrv Ovarov). rTv 
he likewise thought 'urspriinglich' as indicated by the 
agreement of the Athous and Bodleian MSS against the 
combined evidence of Pseudo-Diogenian and the Suda. 
He even supposed that the latter's rpTa Ta Tr,7atXOpov 

2 In what follows L-S =E. Leutsch and F. G. Schneidewin, Corpus 
Paroemiographorum Graecorum (Gottingen 1839: repr. Hildesheim 
1958) and Corp. Par. Gr. Suppl.=the Supplement to that work 

(Hildesheim 1961) containing six articles adding to the paroemio- 
graphic corpus. Miller= M. E. Miller, Melanges de litterature grecque 
(Paris 1868; repr. Amsterdam I965) on pp. 341 if. of which was 
published for the first time the Athous text of Zenobius' collection of 
Greek proverbs. On these last two works see W. Buhler, 'On Some 
MSS of the Athous Recension of the Greek Paroemiographers', Serta 
Turyniana, Studies... in honor of Alexander Turyn (Urbana 1974) 412. 

3 Note Biihler's conclusion (n. 2) that 'for an accurate knowledge 
of the transmitted wording and a conclusive appreciation of the 
mutual relationship of the texts, it is still indispensable to refer to the 
manuscripts, since several of the transcriptions are either inexact or 
incomplete or both'. Biihler's article is fundamental for the textual 
transmission of the corpus of Greek proverbs, and he has placed me 
further in his debt by sending me additional information about the 
sources of the proverb considered here. 

' In Commentationes Philologae (quibus Ottoni Ribbeckio . .. con- 
gratulantur discipuli Lispsienses) (Leipzig 1888) 3 if. 

5 Buhler (n. 2) 41 1. 
6 For 'alphabetization in this kind of literature', as 'always open to 

the suspicion of later origin' see Biihler (n. 2) 410 and n. 2. 
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TABLE ILLUSTRATING THE PAROEMIOGRAPHERS ON TA TPIA TON ZTHLIXOPOY 

PSEUDO-DIOGENIAN 

(a) 
Athous 1.23 Miller 

(Mel. de litt. 

gr. 351): cf. Bihler 

413 f. 

x 

(b) 
Athcn. 1083 

(Kug6as, Corp. 
Par. Gr. 

Suppl. v 9) 

[copy of (a)] 

oiVOf Tai rp&a TCV ZTl7cXdopou yvWacrKeIL oO8S Tp'a [but Ta Tp'Ta the Index] otSi r Ta Tptia 

E7T TWV a7ralevi-ov 

KaL cj.vacwv 

ELp77ial 

'q irapaqoteL 

f7reas7 

Sv'o ctvvLotadrpoooovg jsov 
oiA AVPeKOc' KaCtL 'o1v 'irnp&o 

OOEV OVEtZovi-,Eg aTra(7USevaCav 

cLW'Oiaat Ae'yelv 
olSti ips'a i-rv ZEi-77CYXopOU yIV;waKEIt 

EIJ8OKtIA0c Yap 
' 

V OJTi- Oi l/i77t 

(c) 
Laurcnt. 59, 30: 

cf. Cohn, Corp. 
Par. Gr. 

Suppl. iv 225 

[better MS than 

(d)]. Vaticanus 

878 agrees with 
Laurcnt. 59, 30 
here word for 

word, save that 
it has Ta rppra 
(as does Bodl. 
auct. T.2.17). 

ETrrlnacXepou 

(d) 
Bodl. 732 (p. 88 

Gaisford). 

Tp-Ta (b) 

Laurcnt. 80, 3 

(ungblut, Corp. 
Par. Gr. Suppl. 
vi 406): cf Biihlcr 

414 fi. 

cent. 13.18 

(ii 578 L-S) 

otS& E-pLa (-tXu'pov) i-a 
ipLa' i-rqanXo'pov 

x 
fin. 

x 

< > < > 

E7T,EL &E'1 Sc 

<oa AVLpKO'> < ol AVpuKO'> X 
fin. 

x 

fin. 

x 
fin. 

< > 

< > 

< > 

< > 

<> 

cent. 7.14 

(i 288 L-S) 

iTa ipta i-r7saXopou 

x 

opo ta T ApAovaor'pos d6Loa 7i 'A.La.OVO'?Epog 

Aeitrt80ptwcv. 
fin. 

provcrbia cxccrpta 
ex Ps.-Diogeniano 
Bodl. Barocc. 219 
f. 263, cf. Cohn, Corp. 
Par. Cr. Suppl. 
iv 228 ff. Vaticanus 

1458 there mentioned 
is a copy of Barocc. 
219; both agree with 
Varsovicnsis 
Zamoyskianus Cim. 
125 not mentioned 

by Cohn. 

Td rpta ErqrcatXopov 

x 

o6,o1a r'- 'Ap.ovaorepos 
Aefr7iOptwv. 

fin. 

ZENOBIUS APOSTOLIUS 

x 

x 

fin. 

x 
fin, 



PSEUDO-HERODIAN 

OtAe'Tatpos 
A. Dain, Le 
'Philetaeros' (Paris 
1954) p. 82 no. 103 
= 'codex Picrsoni 

post Mocrin 479' 
cited by L-S ad Ps.- 

Diogcn. cent 7.14 
(i. 288). 

Laurcnt 58.24 

(Cohn, Corp. Par. 
Cr. Suppl. i 27 
cf. ibid. 83) (On 
oiV3 Bihlcr 
informs me 

per litt. 
'wahrscheinlich 
kcin Akzent, aber 

wcgen cincs 
Flcckes nicht ganz 
sichcr'). 

oUSE Ta Tpita Twv ErTloLtXOpov ytvwaKt&s Tov zT. (Trp'Ta A, -wpou Aac) oSfe TiaLtX pov 
fin. fin. 

Kttt ti/LOUaVItJ 
' 

rlalo 

i7 7rapol).La 

ErVELS / 

'Collectio provcrbiorum 
anonyma nondum cdita, 
tradita Monaccnsi 525 ct 

Neap III AA.6' (all information 

supplied by Bihler 

per litt.) The two MSS 

agree in all essentials. 

(On ) wVa:CKet, Buhler 
informs me 
'cin uberklcbtcr 
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famous throughout antiquity largely thanks to Plato's rain. The description in the proem of the grove of the 
citation of them in the Phaedrus, and ignorance of them Nymphs, thick with flowers and trees and watered by a 
would supply a suitable symbol of imbecility. single spring, at once calls to mind the site of the great 

Crusius was probably right, then, to urge the absence temple at Mesa, in the Kalloni plain.6 Most striking of 
of any independent evidence for Stesichorus' introduc- all, since often used as evidence for Longus's ignorance of 
tion of epodic composition. But he went somewhat Lesbos, is his vivid description of a heavy snowfall, 
astray over the original proverb's real meaning. And the much at odds with later travellers' accounts of the 
evidence he went on to adduce does not exclude climate's perennial mildness.7 But in the winter of 1964, 
Stesichorus' claim to that title quite as firmly as he when I was living on the island, snow lay three feet deep 
imagined. It is true, as he stressed and several scholars in the chestnut forest above Aghiassos, while Meth- 
have more recently confirmed, that the sequence of A, ymna was icebound, with frozen taps and sub-zero 
A, B can be detected as an architectonic device in temperatures, for ten days, so that all the eucalyptus 
Alcman's Louvre Partheneion and several Aeolic stanzas trees outside the schoolhouse died. The worst winter in 
of Alcaeus and Sappho,10 and doubtless extended back living memory was that of 1953/4; the mountains are 
to the most ancient times.1 But the statement that all frequently snowbound. Longus, like Alcaeus, who also 
the poetry of Stesichorus was triadic has yet to be describes such conditions,8 knew what he was talking 
contradicted by a papyrus find; nor is there any likelier about.9 
candidate than Stesichorus for the title of first poet to The only systematic attempt in recent years to deal 
employ triads.12 with the topography of Lesbos as treated by Longus is 

M. DAVIES that of Hugh J. Mason.10 The main value of this article 
St John's College, Oxford is threefold. First, it re-emphasises Longus's acquaint- 

ance with the topography of the island. Second, it 
10 See, for instance, D. Korzeniewski, Gr. Metrik (Darmstadt 1968) disposes once and for all of the arguments that Naber 

See, e.g.,or W est, CQ xxiii (I973) 8. and Hiller von Girtringen advanced against the ac- 1 See, e.g., West, CQ XXill (1973) 180. pe w n e li - th 
2 The scheme does not imply that Stesichorus' poems were curacy of Longuss distances,"M by exploding the 

composed for the chorus. I shall expand upon this in my commentary: eccentric but popular notion that ancient distances were 
for the moment see e.g. West (n. 10) 309, 313, M. W. Haslam, QUCC measured as the crow flies rather than by actual 
xvii (1974) 33 track-distances, and by settling on Strabo's stade of 

I86 m-eight to a Roman mile-as the unit of 
measurement standard in Longus's day.12 Third, in 

Longus, Antiphon, and the Topography of Lesbos order to discredit Naber, Mason also establishes (what 
should never have been doubted) the gross inaccuracy 

Since Daphnis and Chloe is a work of fiction, modern o n a distances advanced by Strabo for of many sea and land distances advanced by Strabo for 
criticism has paid little attention to the topographical Leos (pp. 155-7). All this is highly valuable work. 
details of Lesbos which Longus scatters through his r (p. . . details of Lesbos which Longus scatters through his 

Unfortunately, Mason then attempts to use his findings work. Today a preoccupation with biographical or 
topographical realism in literature is out of fashion, and to place the country estate of Daphnis and Chloe where 

others had done before him, 13 on the north-east coast of 
Longus's world has in any case been described, by one of. This the island, in the area of the "Op/xog MaKpv,taAo6. This 
his most percipient modern critics, as 'un monde des plus described by Mason as natural' (149), is, on 
irreels'.1 Yet just as Longus's women reveal a striking everal counts, quite impossible. 
blend of fictional romance and social realism,2 so the 
background to his narrative, however much adorned background to his narrative ' , however much adorned to argue, with P. Grimal, 'Lejardin de Lamon a Lesbos', Rev. Arch. 
with items of baroque fancy, nevertheless remains xlix (1957) 211-14, that Lamo's orchard derives from an Oriental 
solidly based on the geography and ecology of Lesbos literary tradition: every fruit that Longus mentions can be found 
itself. The cave of the Nymphs, with its grotto, its growing on the island today. See Dori Dilektos, 'O NfJlot Aeagov4 

spring, and its clutter of statues, may derive from the (Athens 1980) 9-65, and the Naval Intelligence Division's Geographi- 
pastoral property-closet;3 but Longus's description of cal Handbook for Greece (London 1945) iii, Regional Geography 510-13. 

Mytilene agrees with those given by Strabo and 6 roem i 1: KaAov ,'ev Ka' To aaos', ToAvSEvspov, avOrqpov, 

Pausanias,4 and many other details-the trailing vines Kara roV, a 7rTy^q 7TaVraETp e .nE Kat Tra aIVO . . .Kat Ta xEvpa... 

the wine, the flourishing orchards, the prevalence of See the Bude edn2 (Paris 1960) ed. G. Dalmeyda, xiv-xv. 
r . eR r *. . . .g5 

Fr. 338 L-P: veL tLelV O Z6V9, ?K 6 opavco aeyas, / XftULEv, hares for hunting5-suggest familiarity with the ter- jr 8 L v Z, E ' 
pvy. 7rTirayatGLV 8' ,Sahrcv poat... 

1 B. P. Reardon, Courants litteraires des 11e et IIIe siecles apresJ.-C. 9 B. E. Perry, The Ancient Romances (Berkeley/Los Angeles 1967) 
(Paris 1971) 201. 3 51. I have not seen A. M. Scarcella's short pamphlet La Lesbo di Longo 

2 A. M. Scarcella, 'La donna nel romanzo di Longo Sofista', Giorn.Sofist a (Rome 1968). In the Naval Intelligence Handbook (n. 5) iii 490, 
Ital. di Filol. xxiv (1972) 63-84. it is stated: 'Snow falls not infrequently but soon melts.' The latter 

3 Longus (ed. G. Dalmeyda) i 4.1-3, 7.2, iv 39.2. It would be claim is by no means always true; it depends very much on altitude 
natural to seek such a cave, if one existed, near the source of the island's and chill-factor, which in turn is conditioned by the tearing gales that 
one perennial river, the Vo6varis (see below), but this area (like much scour the island in winter, and were clearly known to Vitruvius (i 6. i). 
of Lesbos) is now (August 1980) off-limits on grounds of military 10 H.J. Mason, 'Longus and the topography of Lesbos', TAPA cix 
security. It is an odd coincidence (but, I would judge, no more than (1979) 149-63. (Hereafter 'Mason'.) 
that, unless a garbled memory of Daphnis and Chloe itself) that a 11 S. A. Naber, 'Adnotationes criticae ad Longi Pastoralia', 
shepherd should have told me a highly circumstantial story of how Mnemos. v (i877) I99-220: F. Hiller von Gartringen, 'Neuer 
once, out in the hills and blind drunk, he stumbled on just such a cave, Forschungen zur Geschichte und Epigraphie von Lesbos', Gott. Nachr. 
full of statues-but after sobering up could never remember his way Phil.-hist. Kl. Fachgr. I, n.f. i (1934-6) 107-19. 
back there! 12 Mason 150-4 and evidence there adduced. This was by far the 

4 Longus i i, cf. Paus. viii 30.2, Strabo xiii 2.2, Diod. xiii 79.5-6, most common version in Strabo's day, cf vii 7.4: but the 'Olympian' 
and R. Herbst, 'Mytilene', RE xvi (I933) 1417-19. stade of 179 m was only minimally shorter. 

5 Longus ii 1.1-4, iv 10o.3, iv 2.2, iii 33.4, ii 13.12. It is not necessary 13 E.g. K. Biirchner, 'Lesbos', RE xii.2 (1925) 2113. 
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